The hope of the future: The experience of pregnancy influences women's implicit space-time mappings.
It has long been observed that speakers employ spatial concepts "front" and "back" to talk about temporal concepts "past" and "future." However, the direction of space-time mappings varies across cultures. According to Temporal Focus Hypothesis (TFH), people's implicit associations between space and time are conditioned by their temporal focus. Here we tested whether pregnancy can affect Chinese women's temporal focus and thereby influence their space-time mappings. One of the most striking characteristics of pregnant women noted by previous research is their future-oriented thought. Based on this, we predicted that pregnant women should be more future-focused. Consistent with this prediction, the results demonstrated that pregnant women tended to be more future-focused than non-pregnant women and demonstrated a greater tendency to conceptualize the future as in front of them, supporting the TFH. The current research offers a new perspective that culture-external factors such as pregnancy can also influence people's spatialization of time.